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Background: Although multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has high
sensitivity, its lower specificity leads to a high prevalence of false-positive lesions requir-
ing biopsy.
Objective: To develop and externally validate a scoring system for MRI-detected Prostate
Imaging Reporting and Data System (PIRADS)/Likert �3 lesions containing clinically sig-
nificant prostate cancer (csPCa).
Design, setting, and participants: The multicentre Rapid Access to Prostate Imaging and
Diagnosis (RAPID) pathway included 1189 patients referred to urology due to elevated
age-specific prostate-specific antigen (PSA) and/or abnormal digital rectal examination
(DRE); April 27, 2017 to October 25, 2019.
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Imperial Rapid Access to Prostate
Imaging and Diagnosis risk score
Clinically significant prostate
cancer
Intervention: Visual-registration or image-fusion targeted and systematic transperineal
biopsies for an MRI score of �4 or 3 + PSA density �0.12 ng/ml/ml.
Outcome measurements and statistical analysis: Fourteen variables were used in multi-
variable logistic regression for Gleason�3 + 4 (primary) and Gleason�4 + 3, and PROMIS
definition 1 (any �4 + 3 or �6 mm any grade; secondary). Nomograms were created and
a decision curve analysis (DCA) was performed. Models with varying complexity were
externally validated in 2374 patients from six international cohorts.
Results and limitations: The five-item Imperial RAPID risk score used age, PSA density,
prior negative biopsy, prostate volume, and highest MRI score (corrected c-index for
Gleason �3 + 4 of 0.82 and 0.80–0.86 externally). Incorporating family history, DRE,
and Black ethnicity within the eight-item Imperial RAPID risk score provided similar out-
comes. The DCA showed similar superiority of all models, with net benefit differences
increasing in higher threshold probabilities. At 20%, 30%, and 40% of predicted Gleason
�3 + 4 prostate cancer, the RAPID risk score was able to reduce, respectively, 11%,
21%, and 31% of biopsies against 1.8%, 6.2%, and 14% of missed csPCa (or 9.6%, 17%,
and 26% of foregone biopsies, respectively).
Conclusions: The Imperial RAPID risk score provides a standardised tool for the predic-
tion of csPCa in patients with an MRI-detected PIRADS/Likert �3 lesion and can support
the decision for prostate biopsy.
Patient summary: In this multinational study, we developed a scoring system incorpo-
rating clinical and magnetic resonance imaging characteristics to predict which patients
have prostate cancer requiring treatment and which patients can safely forego an inva-
sive prostate biopsy. This model was validated in several other countries.
� 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of European Association of
Urology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creative-

commons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
2. Patients and methods
1. Introduction

In patients referred with an elevated prostate-specific anti-
gen (PSA), an area scoring of 3, 4, or 5 on magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) scoring systems is identifiable in the
majority who undergo multiparametric MRI (mpMRI) [1].
The level of suspicion can range from equivocal to highly
suspicious [2]. Current guidelines recommend MRI-
targeted biopsy of these areas regardless of the suspicion
score [3,4]. Performing prostate biopsies, without risk strat-
ification, would result in approximately half of MRI lesions
being diagnosed either with benign histology or as clinically
insignificant prostate cancer (ciPCa) [5].

A risk-stratified MRI-directed pathway might allow a
more advantageous balance of risks from biopsy-related
complications and overdiagnosis of ciPCa against the risk
of missing clinically significant prostate cancer (csPCa) [6].

Several risk models incorporating MRI findings have
recently been developed [7–11]. As different MRI scoring
systems such as Prostate Imaging Reporting and Data Sys-
tem version 2 (PIRADSv2) and Likert are used across various
healthcare settings, applying a scoring system based on only
one system is limited [2,3]. Previousmodels no longer reflect
current practice, having been developed by incorporating
biopsies in patients with an MRI score of 1 or 2 [1,5,12,13].
Finally, models often lack external validation [14].

A personalised risk score provided from a robustly devel-
oped and externally validated risk model might allow
patients, with both an mpMRI with score of �3 and a low
risk of csPCa, to defer immediate biopsy. We aimed to
design and externally validate a contemporary and more
representative risk prediction model for patients with
mpMRI-detected lesion(s) with a score of �3 than what is
present in the current literature.
2.1. Study population

The development cohort used the Rapid Access to Prostate Imaging and

Diagnosis (RAPID) registry (RAPID-Online), funded by NHS England, in

order to demonstrate the deliverability of a high-quality MRI-first path-

way following the results of PROMIS [12,15]. All consecutive patients

referred on theMRI-directed pathwaywere included. The RAPID pathway

involved straight-to-testmpMRI in patients referred by their primary care

physician to a urology department due to elevated age-specific PSA (�2.5

ng/ml at 45–49 yr,�3 ng/ml at 50–69 yr, or PSA�5 ng/ml at�70 yr) and/

or abnormal digital rectal examination (DRE). Visual-registration or

image-fusion targeted and systematic transperineal biopsies were per-

formed for an MRI score of �4 or 3 with PSA density �0.12 ng/ml/ml.

We have previously reported that approximately 43% of patients avoided

immediate biopsy thisway [16]. At analysis, three UK centres participated

in RAPID-Online with a further eight centres currently. Initial analyses

have been described [17,18]. For this analysis, patients who received a

biopsy needed prebiopsy mpMRI with a visible MRI lesion assessed using

the PIRADS (version 2.0) or Likert scoring system [18]. To avoid a cluster-

ing bias, the highest scoring lesionwas selected for patientswithmultiple

lesions [19]. MRI lesions with PIRADS or Likert �3 were included. We

excluded patients with previous prostate cancer (PCa) or no MRI-

directed targeted biopsy within �3 mo following MRI.
2.2. Candidate predictor variables

A multidisciplinary panel of urologists, radiologists, and researchers

selected candidate predictors that were measurable, available, and reli-

able based on existing evidence. Four classes were selected: demo-

graphic (age, Black ethnicity, and family history of PCa), clinical (5-

alpha reductase inhibitors, prior negative biopsy, and DRE), laboratory

(PSA and PSA density), and radiological (prostate volume, PIRADSv2

score, Likert score, combined MRI score, number of MRI lesions, and

index lesion size; Supplementary material).

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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2.3. Data collection and data quality

All RAPID sites prospectively collected data using a customised Research

Electronic Data Capture (REDCap) tool hosted at Imperial College Lon-

don. Training was conducted prior to the entry of each site into the reg-

istry, to ensure adherence to a standardised protocol. Standardised data

collection forms were used with detailed definitions and instructions for

each predictor variable. Quality assurance checks were performed

throughout the collection period. Any issues with data quality led to a

re-review of the primary health record by the coordinating centre

(source data verification).

2.4. Procedures

2.4.1. MRI acquisition and reporting

The mpMRI scans were performed using a 1.5 T scanner with a pelvic

phased-array coil in accordance with the European Society of Uroradiol-

ogy guidelines [20]. The sequences included T1-weighted, T2-weighted,

and dynamic contrast-enhanced images, and multiple b values (for

apparent diffusion coefficient [ADC] maps and a high b value of 1500).

MRI scores were reviewed by a second reader in a weekly multidisci-

plinary tumour board. Any discordance was resolved by consensus. Radi-

ologists had over 3 yr of experience reporting >100 MRI scans per annum

(Supplementary material) [21].

2.4.2. Biopsy protocol

Patients underwent a transperineal prostate biopsy according to a stan-

dard operating procedure at all participating sites [17]. Targeting was

performed with visual-registration or image-fusion software using a

biopsy system that employs elastic image coregistration (Biopsee; Med-

Com GmbH, Darmstadt) [22]. Each MRI lesion was targeted under real-

time transrectal ultrasound guidance (using Hitachi Preirus device)

and potted individually. The minimumwas three biopsy cores per lesion.

Additional nontargeted systematic sampling was performed [17]. Biop-

sies were evaluated in accordance with the International Society of Uro-

logical Pathology standards [23] by specialist uropathologists with �10

yr of experience. Pathologists were not blinded to other clinical

characteristics.

2.5. Validation cohorts

The model was externally validated using six international cohorts from

four different countries including 154, 351, 324, 385, 570, and 590

patients (total 2374). The prevalence of Gleason �3 + 4 ranged from

27% to 65%. These cohorts have been described previously, and represent

data from different settings encompassing single or multicentre clinical

trials and consecutive case series. The datasets incorporate a range of

MRI scanners. All MRI scans in the external validation cohorts were con-

temporary and performed between 2013 and 2019 (for details, see the

Supplementary material).

2.6. Outcomes

The primary endpoint was any-length Gleason �3 + 4. This is a conser-

vative definition for csPCa, and its widespread availability allowed exter-

nal validation. Alternative models were constructed using the secondary

endpoints any amount of Gleason �4 + 3 and PROMIS definition 1

(�4 + 3 or any grade �6 mm).

2.7. Statistical analysis

Multivariable variable selection was done with a backward stepwise

approach minimising the Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) [24]. Con-

tinuous variables were assessed for nonlinearity and transformed using

the natural logarithm when appropriate.
Multicollinearity was defined as a correlation coefficient r of >0.5.

Multiple imputation by chained equations was used for missing data,

generating 20 imputed datasets. The results were pooled with Rubin’s

[25] rules.

We created three models, decreasing clinical complexity in two steps

from the model with the lowest AIC value. First, DRE was removed

(model 2), and second, Black ethnicity (Gleason �3 + 4) or lesion size

(Gleason�4 + 3) and family history of PCa were removed (model 1).

We assessed whether this would reduce calibration, the C-statistic,

and net benefit. We further compared the model with PSA density

against a model with PSA and prostate volume separately and with all

three variables (despite potential collinearity) included, to see which

combination provided the most parsimonious model.

Internal validation was performed using 2000 bootstrap resamples

from each imputed dataset, in which the modelling process was

repeated. This provided correction of the final models’ b coefficients

and C-statistic. We assessed the models’ performance by evaluating dis-

crimination (Harrell’s c-index, calibration plots) and plotting decision

curves to assess the clinical utility of the model in predicting csPCa com-

pared with the approaches of a biopsy-in-all or a biopsy-in-none strat-

egy [26]. We further calculated the amount of missed csPCa against

the number of biopsies prevented, given different model-predicted prob-

abilities of csPCa. Nomograms and an online risk calculator were created

to visually assess an individual patient’s risk.

For external validation, the predicted probabilities in the six external

cohorts on a per-patient basis were calculated using the complete mod-

els and compared with the observed probabilities in that population. The

Delong test was used to compare C-statistics [27]. External validation

was conducted in a masked manner with no data pooling across cohorts;

the RAPID investigators had no access to the data from the cohorts out-

side the UK. To assess temporal variation, the database was divided into

a model-derivation set (years 2017–2018), which was subsequently val-

idated in data from 2019.

We additionally externally validated the model by Mehralivand et al

[8] on our RAPID-Online data and the external cohorts.

Prediction modelling was adopted from the study of Steyerberg [28].

Data were analysed with R studio version 4.1.2 (R Foundation, Vienna,

Austria) using packages rms, mice, psfmi, rmda, polycor, pROC, and

ggplot2, among others, and STATA (version 15).

An extended description of the analysis is provided in the Supple-

mentary material. The study follows the TRIPOD statement for reporting

multivariable prediction model development and validation (checklist in

the Supplementary material) [29].
2.8. Ethical considerations

Permission was granted by the institutional review board of each partic-

ipating site either as consented research or as a continuous quality

improvement project depending on local ethics committee

requirements.
3. Results

The RAPID development cohort included 1189 patients with
an MRI-detected PIRADS/Likert �3 lesion who had MRI tar-
geted and systematic biopsies (April 27, 2017 to October 25,
2019). Gleason �3 + 4 was detected in 681 (57%) and
Gleason �4 + 3 in 378 (32%; Fig. 1 and Table 1). Only 64
(2.5%) patients were excluded due to not undergoing biop-
sies within 3 mo.



Fig. 1 – Flowchart describing the study population. MRI = magnetic resonance imaging; PIRADS = Prostate Imaging Reporting and Data System.

Table 1 – Summary characteristics

Covariate Primary outcome

No PCa
(N = 508)

Gleason �3 + 4 cancer
(N = 681)

p value

Age (yr) 64.3 (7.6) [42.3–83.5] 67.8 (7.7) [42.1–86.7] <0.001
PSA (ng/ml) 6.2 (4.7–8.9) [0.4–71] 8.4 (5.9–14.0) [1.5–1000] <0.001
PSA density 0.13 (0.09–0.19) [0.009–1.56] 0.22 (0.15–0.36) [0.02–26.3] <0.001
Black ethnicity 69 (14%) 76 (11%) 0.24
Family history of PCa 59 (12%) 89 (13%) 0.51
Prior prostate biopsy 42 (8.3%) 19 (2.8%) <0.001
5-ARIs 15 (3.0%) 17 (2.5%) 0.76
Abnormal DRE 116 (28%) 300 (53.0%) <0.001
Prostate volume 49 (35–67) [17–245] 38 (30–53) [12–150] <0.001
Lesion diameter 12 (9.0–18.2) [2–50] 15 (10–23) [3–58] <0.001
Number of lesions 0.01
1 373 (73%) 462 (68%)
2 126 (25%) 187 (28%)
3 8 (1.6%) 28 (4%)
4 1 (0.2%) 4 (0.6%)

Lesion score <0.001
3 184 (36%) 67 (9.8%)
4 234 (46%) 234 (34%)
5 90 (18%) 380.0 (56%)

5-ARI = 5-alpha reductase inhibitors; DRE = digital rectal examination; PCa = prostate cancer; PSA = prostate-specific antigen.
Summary statistics are presented as mean (±standard deviation) for continuous normally distributed data, median and interquartile range for skewed con-
tinuous variables, and n (%) for categorical data. Ranges are added in square brackets at the end. Differences were testes with a Student t test, Mann-Whitney U
test, and chi-square test for these data types, respectively.
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3.1. Primary outcome: Gleason �3 + 4

3.1.1. Model development and performance
Eleven variables were used. PSA was excluded due to
collinearity with PSA density. After backward elimination,
eight variables remained in the full model (age, Black eth-
nicity, PSA density, family history of PCa, prior negative
biopsy, prostate volume, positive DRE, and highest MRI
score), with a C-statistic of 0.832 (AIC 1201.9; model 3).



Table 2 – Multivariable model coefficients for Gleason �3 + 4

Variable b (+SE), p value (model 1) b (+SE), p value (model 2) b (+SE), p value (model 3)

Intercept –1.851187 (0.655685), 0.005 –1.812339 (0.676587), 0.007 –1.929103 (0.685040), 0.005
Log(PSA density) 1.103418 (0.132386), <0.0001 1.134648 (0.133952), <0.0001 1.100873 (0.134728), <0.0001
Prior negative biopsy –1.020887 (0.334249), 0.002 –1.027477 (0.337287), 0.002 –0.890331 (0.337592), 0.008
MRI volume, by cc increase –0.008079 (0.003220), 0.01 –0.007505 (0.003227), 0.02 –0.007888 (0.003265), 0.02
MRI score 4 (ref. = 3) 0.933048 (0.184440), <0.0001 0.958390 (0.185986), <0.0001 0.951417 (0.187133), <0.0001
MRI score 5 (ref. = 3) 1.886100 (0.201489), <0.0001 1.915564 (0.202535), <0.0001 1.819472 (0.204162), <0.0001
Age, per year increase 0.052568 (0.009823), <0.0001 0.052062 (0.010005), <0.0001 0.050507 (0.010116), <0.0001
Black ethnicity –0.386964 (0.216905), 0.07 –0.381812 (0.216763), 0.08
Positive family history 0.394579 (0.214867), 0.07 0.394296 (0.216736), 0.07
DRE 0.570272 (0.152647), 0.0002

b = coefficient from model (the corresponding odds ratio can be calculated by e^b, where e = Euler’s number [2.71828]); DRE = digital rectal examination;
MRI = magnetic resonance imaging; PSA = prostate-specific antigen; ref. = reference; SE = standard error.
Coefficients in the table are the corrected coefficients after internal validation (correction factor 0.9544 and additional intercept correction of 0.00748) and are
used in all subsequent steps of the analyses.
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Removal of DRE resulted in AIC increase (1215.4) with sim-
ilar C-statistic (0.826; model 2). The final model consisted of
five independent predictors (age, PSA density, prior nega-
tive biopsy, prostate volume, and highest MRI score; model
1). The C-statistic was 0.823 (AIC 1218.4; Table 2). The
models with PSA and prostate volume separately per-
formed worse (AIC 1233 vs 1218.4 of model 1) as well as
the model with all three variables included (AIC 1220.3 vs
1218.4).
3.1.2. Decision curve analysis and trade-offs
A decision curve analysis showed no difference between the
three models regarding the net benefit over a range of 0–
40% threshold probabilities compared with recommending
biopsy for all (Fig. 2A). All three models were equally able
to reduce biopsies for a range of predicted probabilities,
while minimising missed csPCa (Fig. 3A and Supplementary
Table 3). The difference in net benefit increased with higher
threshold probabilities, from 0.04 at 20% to 0.07 at 40%. At
Fig. 2 – Decision curve analysis of the three models with varying complexity for
range of 0–60% threshold probabilities. The net benefit of the three models is dep
line). Model 1: log(PSA density), prior negative biopsy, MRI prostate volume, MRI
size (Gleason �4 + 3) + positive family history; and model 3: model 2+ DRE
PSA = prostate-specific antigen; RAPID = Rapid Access to Prostate Imaging and D
20%, 30%, and 40% of predicted Gleason �3 + 4 PCa, the
RAPID risk score was able to reduce, respectively, 11%,
21%, and 31% of biopsies against 1.8%, 6.2%, and 14% of
missed csPCa (or 9.6%, 17%, and 26% of foregone biopsies,
respectively).
3.1.3. External validation
Temporal validation showed adequate calibration in the
model developed based on the data from 2017 to 2018
applied to 2019, with minor deviations of the final model
coefficients from the original analysis. External validation
of the Imperial RAPID risk score models for Gleason
�3 + 4 on the six external cohorts showed a constant C-
statistic/area under the curve (AUC) ranging from 0.80 to
0.86 and stable calibration with a maximum of 10–15% mis-
calibration. The decision curve analysis predominantly
showed an increased net benefit over the range of threshold
probabilities compared with a biopsy-all strategy, especially
in populations with a lower incidence of Gleason �3 + 4.
the primary outcomes of (A) Gleason �3 + 4 and (B) Gleason �4 + 3 over a
icted against a biopsy-all strategy (grey line) or biopsy-none strategy (black
score, and age; model 2: model 1 + black ethnicity (Gleason �3 + 4) or lesion
. DRE = digital rectal examination; MRI = magnetic resonance imaging;
iagnosis.



Fig. 3 – Simulation of the reduction in biopsies attainable (lines for the three separate models for the left y axis) against the amount of missed (A) Gleason
�3 + 4 and (B) Gleason �4 + 3 clinically significant prostate cancer (csPCa; bars of the three models for the right y axis). The x axis represents the predicted
probability of csPCa by the model. Example: when using model 1 on the RAPID database and filtering out the patients with �20% chance of Gleason �3 + 4
prostate cancer, you can reduce 10.5% of biopsies (or 105 per 1000 patients) while missing 1.76% (or 18 per 1000) Gleason �3 + 4 prostate cancers. Model 1: log
(PSA density), prior negative biopsy, MRI prostate volume, MRI score, and age; model 2: model 1 + black ethnicity (Gleason �3 + 4) or lesion size (Gleason
�4 + 3) + positive family history; and Model 3: model 2+ DRE. AIC = Akaike’s information criterion; AUC = area under the curve; MRI = magnetic resonance
imaging; PSA = prostate-specific antigen; RAPID = Rapid Access to Prostate Imaging and Diagnosis.
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External validation results of the five cohorts originating
outside the UK are depicted in Supplementary Figures 1
and 2, and Supplementary Table 1. External validation
results of the UK cohort is depicted in Supplementary Fig-
ure 3 (De Long test p = 0.61).

External validation of the Mehralivand et al’s [8] model
on the RAPID data (Supplementary Fig. 4) showed a
C-statistic of 0.812 (De Long test p = 0.02 vs model 1; De
Long test model 1 vs models 2 and 3: p = 0.12 vs
p = 0.02). Calibration of the model by Mehralivand et al
[8] showed an overestimation of predicted probabilities in
the RAPID database, which was corrected after recalibration
of the intercept. Calibration on the external cohorts simi-
larly showed an overestimation of the chance of csPCa
(Gleason �3 + 4) of this model, which could be corrected
after recalibrating the intercept (Supplementary Fig. 1).



Fig. 4 – Nomogram from Gleason �3 + 4. The risk of clinically significant prostate cancer (csPCa; in this case Gleason �3 + 4) can be calculated by adding all
points from the upper horizontal bar per variable after which the risk can be read from the lowest bar. For example, a patient with a PSA density of 0.1 ng/ml/
ml (3 points), no previous biopsy (1 point), an MRI volume of 60 cc (1.5 points), an MRI score of 4 (1 point), and 70 yr of age (1.5 points) has a total of 8 points,
translating into a risk of 40% of Gleason �3 + 4 PCa. MRI = magnetic resonance imaging; PCa = prostate cancer; PSA = prostate-specific antigen.
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3.1.4. Nomogram/risk calculator
Figure 4 shows the nomogram resulting from the simplified
model. An online risk calculator was created, available at
https://nomogramsumcu.shinyapps.io/RAPID_Gleason_3_4/.

3.2. Secondary outcomes: Gleason �4 + 3 and PROMIS
definition 1

3.2.1. Gleason �4 + 3
Results regarding Gleason �4 + 3 were largely concordant
with Imperial RAPID risk score models for Gleason �3 + 4
(Supplementary Table 2), with satisfactory calibration and
C-statistics of 0.814, 0.819, and 0.824 for models 1, 2, and
3, respectively. Temporal validation and external validation
in the six external cohorts showed similar performance
(Supplementary Fig. 5–7 and Supplementary Table 1). Lar-
ger net benefit differences were obtained at lower threshold
probabilities than a biopsy-all strategy (Fig. 2B and 3B, and
Supplementary Table 3).

3.2.2. PROMIS definition 1
Models for PROMIS definition 1 were similar to the models
for Gleason �3 + 4 and �4 + 3 with C-statistics of 0.826,
0.830, and 0.831 for models 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Tem-
poral validation showed good calibration and minor devia-
tions from the original model. For all outcomes, see the
Supplementary material for the statistical output, or
included code and anonymised data (upon request).
4. Discussion

We report the development and external validation of a
contemporary risk tool to determine which patients with
suspicious MRI (score �3) might defer immediate biopsy,
given the probability of csPCa. Routinely collected clinical
factors were used, allowing for a broad clinical application.
We observed that the simplified five-item Imperial RAPID
risk score showed consistency after external validation util-
ising six datasets from multiple countries using different
MRI scoring systems and diverse reference standards. We
also examined the trade-off between avoided biopsy and
missed detection of csPCa if the model was deployed as a
decision tool in such patients. Such evaluation is vital in
the process of gaining informed consent prior to recom-
mending a prostate biopsy or not.

The prevalence of 57% of Gleason �3 + 4 is high in the
RAPID dataset compared with the literature; consequently,
the net benefit is increased most at higher threshold proba-
bilities compared with other models [1,12]. At lower thresh-
olds, for Gleason �3 + 4, the models’ net benefit is more
modest in the RAPID database. For example, an overview
of prediction models incorporating MRI shows an average
of 20–50% of men not biopsied when a threshold probability
of 20% is adopted [14], against 11% using the RAPID risk
score (125/1189). Missed csPCa accounts for 9.6% (12/125)
of biopsies foregone, equivalent to the numbers found in
the literature (�10%, range �1.5–15%), but lower when
looking relatively to all csPCa cases (1.8% of all Gleason
�3 + 4 in RAPID, which compares favourably with the
approximate 10% in the literature, ranging from 1% to
12%). Although the net benefit in RAPID is achieved at
higher threshold probabilities, the models are applicable
to populations with a varying prevalence of the endpoint
as well, as visible in the external validation sets (where
the incidence of Gleason �3 + 4 varied from 27% up to
65%). It is also clear that in these cohorts, the net benefit dif-
ference is more apparent at lower threshold probabilities. A
comprehensive externally validated model from the litera-
ture [8] showed overprediction across a wide range of prob-
abilities including the RAPID data, indicating the better
applicability of the RAPID risk score across populations.

Additionally, for the endpoint with a lower incidence
(Gleason �4 + 3), the models lead to a higher net benefit
at lower threshold probabilities.

https://nomogramsumcu.shinyapps.io/RAPID_Gleason_3_4/
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Our findings support the observations made by others
that upfront risk stratification of patients with an MRI lesion
could reduce harms from biopsy [6]. Previous studies have
developed models including MRI findings that have
reported similar performance characteristics but use either
a single MRI scoring system and/or transrectal biopsies as a
reference standard [7–11]. The Imperial RAPID risk score
overcomes the limitations of previous models developed
using a combination of PIRADSv2.0 or Likert scores, and val-
idated across multiple independent multinational external
datasets. The findings report high performance characteris-
tics across different csPCa prevalences during external vali-
dation. To increase the reliability of MRI predictors, the
protocol required MRI scans to be double reported. This
was required in the RAPID pathway to address the widely
reported issue of interobserver mpMRI variability [30].

We recognise that using MRI to develop risk scores is
not new. Other groups have equally shown the possible
clinical utility of a risk model incorporating MRI; an over-
view can be found in the study of Schoots and Roobol
[14]. The European Randomized study of Screening for
Prostate Cancer (ERSPC) risk calculator was added with
MRI PIRADSv1 information (MRI-ERSPC-RC 3 and 4),
increasing the AUC to 0.84 and saving 33–48% of biopsies
against 7–10% missed Gleason �3 + 4 [10] at a risk thresh-
old of 20%. Radtke et al [7] also improved the ERSPC risk
calculator from a single-centre retrospective cohort deter-
mining better accuracy using PIRADSv1.0 MRI scores. The
model was later validated externally [31]; however, predic-
tive accuracy varied, resulting in an overestimation/miscal-
ibration when a lower csPCa prevalence was observed.
Miscalibration is also frequently observed when the MRI-
ERSPC 3–4 risk calculators (and other models) are validated
externally [32,33], as was additionally seen when the
model by Mehralivand et al [8] was applied to our data.
Uniquely, our study reports high performance characteris-
tics for models developed using a combination of PIR-
ADSv2.0 and Likert scores, and validated across multiple
independent multinational external datasets. The Imperial
RAPID risk score appeared robust across different csPCa
prevalences during external validation.

Other models are developed using (transrectal ultra-
sonography–guided systematic) biopsies for patients with
nonsuspicious MRI, which are subject to spectrum and ver-
ification bias when comparing results with the RAPID risk
score. We do not know in which direction model perfor-
mance would change when a different reference test is
used. In case of a difference between these biopsy tech-
niques, as reported in the literature, transrectal biopsies
often perform worse in detecting clinically significant dis-
ease than MRI targeted and systematic transperineal biop-
sies [34]. However, the effect on diagnostic accuracy can
vary in such cases [35]. The issue of a spectrum bias can
result in decreased applicability of the model in populations
with less severe disease characteristics. The effect on diag-
nostic accuracy once again varies between studies [35].

The Imperial RAPID risk score reflects clinical practice in
many centres and countries, where patients with MRI
scores of 1 and 2 alongside those with an MRI score of 3
and a low PSA density are not biopsied immediately [13].
As a result, we expect any risk calculator such as ours, in
this setting, to have an incremental impact. Indeed, given the
higher prevalence of significant cancers in patients with sus-
picious MRI, the rates of biopsy avoidance that can be
achieved are in the order of 10%; such an incremental impact
contributes to the reduction in biopsy-related harms.

There are limitations to our study. RAPID-Online is an
observation cohort and not a clinical trial. Nonetheless, it
has a standardised protocol for delivering the pathway
across multiple sites and reports outcomes of its large data-
set in a uniform manner with all consecutive cases col-
lected. Although the model was validated externally in
cohorts from four different countries with varying preva-
lence of the target cancer endpoints, the results may not
be generalisable to all populations. The model is not valid
for the transrectal route of biopsy. We did not incorporate
other descriptors of MRI lesions (eg, size, diffuse vs focal,
capsular abutment, and ADC values). Rather than relying
on individual radiological criteria that may not be represen-
tative of the full diagnostic potential of the imaging tech-
nique, we utilised an MRI score (PIRADS or Likert) that
combines multiple imaging findings.

There have been many previous validated nomograms
that have been published and made available for physicians
and the public. The impact that these models have on physi-
cians’ and patients’ decision-making process, or the overall
impact these have on a healthcare service is unclear. To this
end, we intend to prospectively evaluate the clinical utility
of the Imperial RAPID risk score regarding the decision on
biopsy as an embedded randomisation within the IP3-
PROSPECT study (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04400656), which
uses the cohort multiple randomised controlled study
design [36]. Furthermore, we will evaluate model perfor-
mance and potentially adapt the model based on newly
acquired data from RAPID in the future. We encourage fur-
ther validation on external cohorts.
5. Conclusions

The Imperial RAPID risk score provides a standardised tool
for the prediction of different definitions of csPCa in
patients with an MRI-detected PIRADS/Likert �3 lesion,
and can support patients and physicians to make decisions
regarding the need for prostate biopsy across a range of
probabilities.
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